Convergent evolution of the head retraction escape response in elongate fishes and amphibians.
Aquatic escape responses have typically been described as C-starts. However, another aquatic escape response, head retraction, occurs in several elongate species, but has never been studied in detail. The goals of this study are to describe the head retraction escape response in a phylogenetically diverse sample of species, to trace the evolution of head retraction in anamniote vertebrates, and to correlate key morphological traits with escape response behavior. In analyzing the evolution of escape behavior, we found that the head retraction escape response has evolved at least six times in anamniote vertebrates. Using independent contrast analysis, the head retraction escape response was found to be correlated with an increase in the total number of vertebrae and an increase in the elongation of an animal. Results from this study indicate a correlation between head retraction as an escape response, elongation of the axial skeleton, and living in structured habitats.